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Celebrating the 4th anniversary
of the launch of NASA’s Spitzer
Space Telescope (SST), the Spitzer
website recently published a new
image of the Helix Nebula, the
spectacular colorful remains of a
dead Sun-like star.
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The Universe Now

A Billion Light Years
of Empty Space

Summer 2007

detectable emission of the Universe. Irregularities
in the CMB show structures that existed only
about 300,000 years after the Big Bang.

The WMAP satellite measured temperature
variations in the CMB that are only millionths
of a degree. The cold region in Eridanus was
discovered in 2004. Astronomers wondered
if the cold spot was intrinsic to the CMB, and
thus indicated some structure in the very early
Universe, or whether it could be caused by
something nearer through which the CMB had
to pass on its long journey to Earth. Discovering
the scarcity of galaxies in that region by
Astronomers discovered a vast void, studying NVSS data cracked this cosmic riddle.
nearly one billion light years across, empty of
“Although our surprising results need
both visible matter such as stars, galaxies, and
independent confirmation, the slightly colder
nebulae, and the invisible “dark matter.”
temperature of the CMB in this region appears
Previous studies revealed holes, or voids, to be caused by a huge hole devoid of nearly
in the large-scale structure of the Universe, but all matter roughly 6-10 billion light-years from
this discovery is far larger in size. “Not only Earth,” said Rudnick.
has no one ever found a void this big, but we
Photons (small bundles of electromagnetic
never even expected to find one this size,” said
Lawrence Rudnick (University of Minnesota). energy) of the CMB gain a small amount of
Rudnick and his collaborators report their energy when they pass through a region
findings in a paper that is due for publication. of space populated by matter. This effect is
“What we’ve found is not normal, based on caused by the enigmatic “dark energy” that
either observational studies or on computer is accelerating the expansion of the Universe.
simulations of the large-scale evolution of the This gain in photon energy makes the CMB
appear slightly hotter in that direction. When
Universe,” said Liliya Williams, coauthor.
the photons pass through an empty void, they
The astronomers arrived at their conclusion lose a small amount of energy from this effect,
by studying data from the NRAO VLA Sky Survey and so the CMB radiation passing through such
(NVSS), a project that imaged the entire sky visible a region appears cooler.
to the Very Large Array (VLA) radio telescope,
Dark energy was discovered less than a
part of the National Science Foundation’s
National Radio Astronomy Observatory decade ago. The physical characteristics of dark
(NRAO). Their study showed a remarkable energy remain unknown, but it is believed to
drop in the number of galaxies in a region of be the most abundant form of energy in the
sky in the constellation Eridanus, the River. Universe.
“We already knew there was something
different about this spot in the sky,” Rudnick
said. The void had been dubbed the “WMAP
Cold Spot” because it was detected in a map
of the Cosmic Microwave Background (CMB)
radiation made by the Wilkinson Microwave
Anisotropy Probe (WMAP) satellite, launched by
NASA in 2001.
The CMB, faint radio waves that are the
relic radiation from the Big Bang, is the earliest

NASA’s WMAP satellite, applying microwave
amplifiers produced by NRAO’s Central
Development Laboratory, has yielded valuable
information about the age and evolution of the
Universe, the emergence of the first stars, and
the composition of the Universe.
Further Reading
NRAO
http://www.nrao.edu/
WMAP
http://map.gsfc.nasa.gov/
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Three Decades
of Solar System
Exploration

The Voyager Spacecraft
Credit: NASA

Jupiter, Saturn, and their moons. Voyager 2
made the first ever flybys of Uranus (1986)
and Neptune (1989).
The Voyagers revolutionized planetary
astronomy. They returned incredible,
unprecedented images and data, making
startling discoveries about the outer planets
and their moons. The spacecrafts studied
Jupiter’s turbulent atmosphere, which
features giant, long-lasting hurricane-like
storms, and discovered erupting volcanoes
on Jupiter’s moon Io. They also revealed
waves and fine structure in Saturn’s icy rings.
During the last 18 years, the Voyagers
have been probing the far outreaches of
the Solar System, far beyond the orbit of
Neptune, the last planet from the Sun.
Voyager 1 is currently the most distant
spacecraft; traveling at a distance from
the Sun of over 15 billion km. Voyager 2
is about 12.5 billion km from the Sun.
The Voyagers will never return to Earth.
They will escape the Solar System, and fly
among the nearby stars for millenniums.

On 20 August 1977, NASA launched
its highly successful Voyager 2 spacecraft,
on a grand tour through the outer Solar
System. About two weeks later, Voyager 2’s
companion, the Voyager 1 spacecraft was
launched toward Jupiter. This week, NASA
“The Voyager mission has opened up
celebrates the 30th anniversary of the start of our Solar System in a way not possible
the Voyagers’ odyssey.
before the Space Age,” said Edward Stone,
The two Voyagers are in “a good health”, Voyager project scientist at the California
and continue to relay valuable data from vast Institute of Technology, Caltech. “It revealed
distances, over three times the distance of our neighbors in the outer Solar System and
Pluto. “The Voyager mission is a legend in showed us how much there is to learn and
the annals of space exploration. It opened how diverse the bodies are that share the
our eyes to the scientific richness of the Solar System with our own planet Earth.”
outer Solar System, and it has pioneered
the deepest exploration of the Sun’s domain
ever conducted,” said Alan Stern, Associate
Administrator for NASA’s Science Mission
Directorate. “It’s a testament to Voyager’s
designers, builders and operators that both
spacecraft continue to deliver important
findings more than 25 years after their primary
mission to Jupiter and Saturn concluded.”
During the first 4 years of their mission,
the Voyagers made detailed explorations of
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The Voyagers at the Final Frontiers of the Solar System
Credit: NASA/JPL
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In December 2004, Voyager 1 achieved a
new milestone, reaching the Solar System’s
final frontier, termed the heliosheath. This
is a turbulent area, located approximately
14 billion kilometers from the Sun, where
the solar wind slows as it collides with the
tenuous gas that pervades the interstellar
space. Voyager 2 is expected to reach this
boundary within a year. The Voyagers are
about to cross the edge of the Solar System.
Each Voyager carries five sophisticated
devices that study the solar wind, energetic
particles, magnetic fields and radio waves,
as they sail across this mysterious region of
the Solar System. The two space probes are
too far from the Sun to use solar power.
They are powered by long-lived radioisotope
thermoelectric generators, and operate on
only less than 300 watts.
The Voyagers contact Earth via NASA’s
Deep Space Network, a system of widelyspaced giant antennas. The probe’s distances
are so vast that signals from ground-control
on Earth, traveling at the speed of light, take
14 hours to reach Voyager 1. Each Voyager
recedes at around 1 million miles per day.

The Voyagers’ Golden Records
Credit: NASA/JPL

Phoenix Blasts off
Toward Mars

Each of the Voyagers carries a golden
record that is a time capsule with greetings,
Credit: NASA
images and sounds from Earth. The records
also have guides on how to find Earth if the
On 4 August 2007, NASA’s Phoenix
spacecraft is recovered by some intelligent spacecraft lifted off on a mission to Mars, the
extraterrestrial being.
Red Planet, where it will land in the Martian
arctic region to study the soil and ice.
En route to Pluto, NASA’s spacecraft New
The Phoenix spacecraft was launched
Horizons is now well past Jupiter, which is
approximately 800 million km from Earth. aboard the Delta II rocket. The spacecraft
New Horizons is expected to arrive at the oriented itself to the Sun, according to
schedule; it will deploy solar panels to generate
dwarf planet in July 2015.
electricity during the 9-month interplanetary
Further Reading
cruise to Mars.
Voyager Websites
http://www.nasa.gov/mission_pages/voyager/index.html

“Today’s launch is the first step in the long
journey to the surface of Mars. We certainly
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are excited about launching, but we still are
concerned about our actual landing, the most
difficult step of this mission,” said Phoenix
Principal Investigator Peter Smith of the
University of Arizona’s Lunar and Planetary
Laboratory.
Phoenix will be the first mission to touch
the Martian ice; its robotic arm will dig to an icy
layer believed to lie just beneath the surface.
The mission will study the evolution of the
ice, observe the weather of the polar region,
and investigate whether the subsurface
environment in the far-northern plains of
Mars has ever been hospitable for microbial
life. “Water is central to every type of study
we will conduct on Mars,” said Smith.
“The launch team did a spectacular job
getting us on the way,” said Barry Goldstein,
Phoenix project manager at NASA’s Jet
Propulsion Laboratory (JPL). “Our trajectory
is still being evaluated in detail; however we
are well within expected limits for a successful
journey to the red planet. We are all thrilled!”
The Phoenix Mars Mission is the first of
NASA’s Mars Scout missions, complementing
the space agency’s central Mars Exploration
Program, whose topic is “follow the water.”
The University of Arizona was selected to
manage the mission in August 2003 and
is the first public university to lead a Mars
exploration mission.
Samples collected by the lander’s robotic
arm will be analyzed by onboard instruments.
One key instrument will search for water and
carbon-containing compounds by heating
soil samples in tiny ovens and examining the
vapors that are released. Another will test soil
samples by adding water and analyzing the
results.

Further Reading
Phoenix Mission
http://www.nasa.gov/mission_pages/phoenix/main/index.html
NASA’ Mars Program
http://www.nasa.gov/mission_pages/mars/main/index.html

Cassini Detects
Organic Substances
on Hyperion

Credit: NASA/JPL/University of Arizona/Ames/
Space Science Institute

Data acquired recently by NASA’s Saturnbound Cassini spacecraft demonstrated
that Hyperion, Saturn’s icy peculiar moon,
has patches of a thin coat of organic dust,
deposited on the bottoms of some craters.
The organic substances are reddish black
in color. The above color map reveals the
composition of a portion of Hyperion’s surface,
examined applying Cassini’s Visual and Infrared
Mapping Spectrometer. The new composition
map is superimposed on a previously published
image of Hyperion, obtained with Cassini’s
Imaging Science Subsystem. Blue represents the
highest exposure of frozen water. Red denotes
carbon dioxide ice (“dry ice”). Magenta highlights
regions of water plus carbon dioxide. Yellow is
carbon dioxide mix with an unidentified material.

Phoenix has cameras and microscopes that
will provide information on size scales ranging
10 powers of 10, from features that could fit
Discovered in 1848 by Bond and Lassell,
by the hundreds into a period at the end of
a sentence to an aerial view taken during Hyperion (about 300 km across) is the eighth
descent. A weather station will provide data largest of Saturn’s large system of moons; it
on atmospheric processes in the polar region. has a rugged surface, featuring craters and
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landslides. Despite its relatively large size,
Hyperion is irregular in shape; it is believed to be
a fragment of a larger object that was shattered
due to a massive impact with another object.
Cassini’s superb views of this enigmatic moon
revealed it resembles a gigantic sponge that
tumbles chaotically in space. Hyperion orbits
Saturn every 21 days, at an average distance of
approximately 1,480,000 km.
Further Reading
Saturn’s Moons
http://saturn.jpl.nasa.gov/science/moons/index.cfm
The Cassini-Huygens Mission
http://saturn.jpl.nasa.gov/home/index.cfm
JPL’s PIA07761
http://www.nasa.gov/mission_pages/cassini/multimedia/
The Eight Planets
www.nineplanets.org/

The Changing
Colors of Jupiter’s
Atmosphere

where the currents flow downward; they are
termed belts. When these oppositely directed
flows interact, storms occur. In the period from
25 March 2007 and 5 June 2007, Hubble’s Wide
Field and Planetary Camera 2 (WFPC2) monitored
entire bands of clouds changing color. There
was an interchange of colors between zones
and belts. Zones have darkened into belts, and
belts lightened, transforming into zones; cloud
features also changed in shape and size.
In the left-hand image of Fig (1), a thin
band of white clouds is visible above Jupiter’s
equator; the white color indicates clouds at
higher elevations in the Jovian atmosphere. In
the image at right, the band’s white hue has
turned brown, showing clouds deep within the
planet’s atmosphere. The whole band appears
to have merged with the one below it.
In the same cloud band above the equator,
the small swirls in the left-hand image have
morphed into larger wave-like features in the
image at right. Dominating the band is a dark
streak that resembles a snake. This serpent-like
structure is actually a small break in the cloud
deck, which permits a glance deep into the
atmosphere.

Below the equatorial region, the brownish
upside-down shark fin in the left-hand image
disappears in the image at right. Brownish
tongue-shaped clouds with a flow of white swirls
Mighty Jupiter, the largest planet, has a
below them appear in place.
turbulent atmosphere. NASA’s Hubble Space
Telescope (HST) recently conducted intriguing
Such planetwide upheavals are not
observations of remarkable changes in the uncommon in Jupiter, but this is the first time
Jovian atmosphere. HST’s images reveal a astronomers observe them with Hubble’s superb
rapid transformation in the shape and color of resolution.
churning clouds in the planet’s equatorial region.
Jupiter is characterized by colorful
cloud bands that entirely shroud the planet.
Lighter-hued areas mark regions where the
atmospheric currents are ascending; they are
known as zones. Dark-hued areas are regions

Further Reading
Hubble SnapsBaby Picture of Jupiter’s “Red Spot Jr.”
http://hubblesite.org/newscenter/archive/releases/2006/19/
Jupiter
http://www.nineplanets.org/jupiter.html
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The Varying Aspects
of Uranus’ Rings

Astronomers hope that the Hubble
data would enable the detection of new
small moons of Uranus near the rings.
Before the Hubble era, the only detailed
views of the Uranian rings were relayed
by the Voyager 2 spacecraft in January
1986. Applying advanced techniques,
such as the “adaptive optics”, Earth-based
astronomers can now obtain good views
of the mysterious rings.

NASA recently published an intriguing
series of images from the Hubble Space
Telescope (HST), demonstrating the varying
tilt of the faint rings of Uranus, the distant
giant planet.
On the image at right, the rings are visible
The Orientation of the Uranian Rings from 1965 to 2028
edge-on. The best opportunity to view the Credit: NASA, ESA, and A. Feild (STScI)
edge-on aspect of the Uranian rings in 2007
was actually recorded in this image. It was
Uranus (approximately 50,000 km across)
acquired on 14 August 2007, applying HST’s is nearly 3,000 million km from Earth! It is the
planetary camera, the WFPC2.
seventh planet from the Sun. It has 27 moons.
The edge-on rings appear as two spikes Its axial tilt is about 98°. Therefore, the planet’s
emanating from the planet. The rings are axial rotation is in a sense opposite to that of
apparently not fully encircling the planet, as Earth. An amazing consequence of the axial
the bright glare of the planet has been blocked
tilt of Uranus is that each of the poles of the
out (a little remaining glare appears as a fanplanet is in continuous sunlight for 42 years,
shaped image artifact). A shorter-exposure,
color image of Uranus has been superimposed followed by 42 years of continuous night,
on the image to reveal the planet’s size and over a complete revolution of Uranus around
the Sun. The Uranian rings were discovered
position relative to the ring plane.
in 1977, when the planet passed in front of
On 7 December 2007, the Uranian rings
will be perfectly edge-on as viewed from the a star.
Sun. This will mark the beginning of northern
spring on Uranus. The edgewise aspect of
the Uranian rings occurs every 42 years, or
twice over the 84 year long orbit of Uranus
around the Sun. Interestingly, the last time the
rings were edge-on relative to Earth was not
observed at all, as the rings were discovered
only 30 years ago!
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Further Reading
NASA’s Hubble Discovers New Rings and Moons Around
Uranus
http://hubblesite.org/newscenter/archive/releases/2005/33/
Hubble Uncovers Smallest Moons Yet Seen Around Uranus
http://hubblesite.org/newscenter/archive/releases/2003/29/
Uranus
http://www.nineplanets.org/uranus.html
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Hubble Pictures
Cosmic Fireworks in a
Dwarf Galaxy

The proximity of NGC 4449 makes it an
ideal lab for studying the stellar evolution
in the early Universe. Probably, the current
starburst within NGC 4449 was the result
of a collision or an interaction with a smaller
companion galaxy. NGC 4449 is a member of
a group of galaxies, located in the direction of
the stars of the constellation Canes Venatici,
the Hunting Dogs.
The image was taken in November 2005
by an international team of astronomers, led
by Alessandro Aloisi of the Space Telescope
Science Institute (STScI) and the European
Space Agency (ESA).
Further Reading
ESA Press Release
http://www.spacetelescope.org/news/html/heic0711.html

NASA recently published a spectacular
image of the dwarf galaxy NGC 4449,
acquired by the Hubble Space Telescope
(HST). The colorful image shows hundreds of
thousands of blue and red stars, resembling
a dazzling display of fireworks. NGC 4449
is very near, by cosmic standards; it is
“only” about 12.5 million light years away.

Hubble Heritage Project
http://heritage.stsci.edu/2007/26/

Space Observatory
Celebrates Fourth
Anniversary

Clusters of young bluish-white stars are
scattered throughout the galaxy, interspersed
with regions of energetic star formation.
Huge dark clouds of gas and dust are visible
in silhouette against the starlight. These
cosmic clouds are stellar nurseries, where
new stars are born. NGC 4449 is believed
to be undergoing a burst of star formation.
Galaxies showing such a high rate of star
formation are termed starburst galaxies. The
gas supply that fuels star birth in NGC 4449 is
estimated to last roughly a billion years.
Starbursts are usually observed in the central
regions of their host galaxies. However, starforming regions in NGC 4449 are located in
the galaxy’s core, and in streams surrounding
the galaxy. Therefore, NGC 4449 resembles
the Universe’s earliest galaxies, believed to
have grown by merging with and accreting
material from smaller stellar systems

NASA/JPL-Caltech/ J. Hora (Harvard-Smithsonian CfA)

Celebrating the 4th anniversary of the
launch of NASA’s Spitzer Space Telescope (SST),
the Spitzer website recently published a new
image of the Helix Nebula, the spectacular
colorful remains of a dead Sun-like star.
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The Helix Nebula is one of the most
beautiful cosmic sights. Lying at a distance
of about 650 light year, it is actually one of
the nearest deep sky splendors. Deploying its
sophisticated infrared sensors, SST mapped
the outer regions of the 6-light-year-wide
nebula, and peered into the heart of the
Helix, around the central dead star, to reveal
a probable planetary system that endured the
star’s chaotic end throes.
The 950-kg spacecraft, SST is the largest
space infrared observatory; It was launched
into an orbit around the Sun on 25 August
2003, aboard a powerful Delta rocket. SST
consists of a 0.85-m telescope and three
science instruments; it is the final of NASA’s
four space-based Great Observatories.
In its four years of exploring the infrared
Universe, Spitzer has captured unprecedented
infrared views of an incredible variety of
cosmic objects, ranging from minor planets
in our own Solar System to galaxies loaming
at the edge of the visible Universe. Recent SST
discoveries include the first detection of water
vapor on a planet orbiting another star and
a tremendous collision of galaxies five billion
light-years away (see Hot Topic).
“With Spitzer, we have achieved
scientific discoveries far beyond our wildest
expectations,” said Michael Werner, project
scientist for Spitzer at NASA’s Jet Propulsion
Laboratory (JPL). “A large part of our success
is due to the smooth and efficient operations
of the spacecraft.”
Initially, Spitzer was scheduled to operate
for 2.5 years, but the spacecraft performed
superbly, and the mission was extended
to achieve the ultimate goal of 5 years of
operation.
Further Reading
SST
http://www.spitzer.caltech.edu/spitzer/index.shtml
NASA’s Great Observatories
http://www.spitzer.caltech.edu/about/greatobs.shtml
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Hot Topic

Space Observatory
Pictures a Massive
Cosmic Collision

Summer 2007

a Spitzer survey of a distant cluster of
galaxies, nearly five billion light-years away,
designated CL0958+4702. SST first detected
an unusually large fan-shaped plume of
light glowing around four elliptical galaxies.
Three of the galaxies are similar in size to our
Galaxy, while the fourth is three times larger.
Further analysis of the plume showed
it consists of billions of older stars flung
out in an ongoing collision. About half of
the stars in the plume will later be pulled
back into the galaxies. “When this merger
is complete, this will be one of the biggest
galaxies in the Universe,” said Rines.
The SST observations also show that
the new merger lacks gas. Theorists predict
that massive galaxies grow in various ways,
including gas-rich and gas-poor mergers. In
gas-rich mergers, the galaxies are soaked with
gas that churns to form new stars. In gas-poor
mergers no new stars are formed. Spitzer found
only old stars in the quadruple encounter.

Four galaxies are slamming into each
other and kicking up billions of stars in one
of the largest cosmic collisions ever observed.
The clashing galaxies, pictured by NASA’s
Spitzer Space Telescope (SST), will ultimately
merge, forming a gigantic galaxy up to 10
times as massive as our own Galaxy. This rare
phenomenon provides an unprecedented
insight into the formation mechanisms
of the largest galaxies in the Universe.
Encounters between galaxies are common
in the Universe. Gravity causes some galaxies
that are close together to interact and
eventually coalesce over a period of millions
of years. Stars in merging galaxies are flung
around like sand, but as the interstellar
distances are immensely large, they survive
the impact. Studies show that our Galaxy
will collide with our large cosmic neighbour,
the Andromeda Galaxy in five billion years.
The quadruple of interacting galaxies
was discovered serendipitously during

The night sky of a hypothetical planet, orbiting a star of the
interacting quadruple
Credit: NASA/JPL-Caltech/T. Pyle (SSC)

Some of the stars hurled in the titanic
merger will be located in isolated areas
outside the galaxies. Such abandoned stars
could theoretically have planets. If so, the skies
of these planets would be awesome, with
fewer stars and more spectacular galaxies.
Further Reading
Spitzer Spies Monster Galaxy Pileup
http://www.spitzer.caltech.edu/Media/releases/ssc2007-13/
release.shtml
SST
http://www.spitzer.caltech.edu/spitzer/index.shtml
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Men of Astronomy

Lyman Spitzer Jr.,

the Giant behind the Development
of the Hubble Space Telescope
Lyman Spitzer, Jr. (1914-1997), Renowned
astrophysicist, was one of the eminent
scientists of the 20th century who made major
contributions in the fields of stellar dynamics,
plasma physics, thermonuclear fusion, and
space astronomy.
Born on 26 June 1914, Spitzer earned a
BA in physics from Yale University in 1935;
he received his Ph.D. in astrophysics from
Princeton University in 1938, under the
supervision of the famous astronomer Henry
Norris Russell. During World War II, Spitzer
carried out underwater acoustic research,
working with the team that developed sonar.
In 1946, Spitzer initiated the concept of a
space telescope; he wrote a paper entitled
“Astronomical Advantages of an ExtraTerrestrial Observatory”, which described in
detail the advantages of launching a telescope
into space. He worked for the next 50 years
on realizing this vision.

Denise Applewhite/Princeton University
Official Princeton University portrait of Professor Lyman
Spitzer, Jr.
Credit: NASA-JPL

The Hubble Space Telescope was launched
into space by the Space Shuttle Discovery on
24 April 1990. Hubble is 2.5 m in aperture.
It is 13.2 m long, and weighs over 11 tons.
With an orbital speed of approximately
28,000 km/hr, Hubble orbits Earth at an
altitude of about 600 km; it completes an
orbit every 97 minutes. Hubble explores the
In 1947, Spitzer succeeded Henry Norris cosmos in the visible, ultraviolet and infrared
Russell as chairman of Princeton’s astrophysical
lights; its cost at launch was $1.5 billion.
sciences department; he also became the
Hubble has revolutionized modern
director of Princeton’s Observatory. In the
astronomy
and dramatically changed our view
early Space Age, Spitzer played an important
role in NASA’s space program leading a project of the Universe. After Hubble’s launch, Spitzer
to build a space ultraviolet observatory, to remained deeply involved in the program. He
study the Universe in this invisible emission. passed away suddenly on 31 March 1997 at
This observatory was NASA’s successful the age of 82.
Copernicus satellite, whose mission extended
On 25 August 2003, NASA launched a
between 1972 and 1981.
sophisticated infrared space observatory into
In 1968, Spitzer approached his dream an orbit around the Sun, to conduct valuable
of putting a telescope in space, with the studies of the Universe in the near- and farlaunch of the highly successful Orbiting infrared wavelengths. The observatory was
Astronomical Observatory. Spitzer continued the last of NASA’s four Great Observatories,
to lobby NASA and Congress to develop a including the Hubble Space Telescope,
space telescope until 1975 when NASA and Compton Gamma Ray Observatory and
the European Space Agency (ESA) initiated Chandra X-ray Observatory. NASA named
the project that would ultimately become the this new facility the Spitzer Space Telescope,
Hubble Space Telescope. In 1977, due in large in honor of Lyman Spitzer, Jr.
part to Spitzer’s continuous efforts, Congress Further Reading
approved funding for the construction of the The Spitzer Space Telescope
http://www.spitzer.caltech.edu/spitzer/index.shtml
Space Telescope.
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Fun Fact
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A Collision with Jupiter

In July 1994, the fragments of the
shattered Comet Shoemaker-Levy 9 (SL9)
collided with Jupiter, providing scientists with
the first observation of a cometary impact with
another planet. It was a spectacular cosmic
event that received a large media coverage.
An international observing campaign
was launched to record the encounter from
Earth-based and space-based observatories
and from spacecrafts. The impacts revealed
important information about Jupiter and the
comet, and demonstrated Jupiter’s influence
on the small bodies of the Solar System,
comets, asteroids and meteoroids.
Exquisite images from the Hubble Space
Telescope revealed that the strange-looking
comet was already smashed, and it consists
of over a dozen fragments, moving in space

like a string of pearls or bullets fired from a
machine gun.
Computations showed that the comet
was orbiting Jupiter, not the Sun, in an exotic
orbit, and was on a collision course with the
giant planet; the fragments were up to 2 km
across. It was concluded that the comet may
have been ripped apart by Jupiter’s powerful
gravity during a close encounter in July 1992.
These fragments impacted with Jupiter’s
southern hemisphere between 16 July and 22
July 1994, at a speed of approximately 60 km/s
(216,000 km/hr). The impacts released energy
that far dwarfed the world’s nuclear arsenal.
Further Reading
Comet Shoemaker-Levy 9
http://www.nineplanets.org/sl9.html
Comet Shoemaker-Levy Collision with Jupiter
http://www2.jpl.nasa.gov/sl9/
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Picture Gallery

Flying by a
Walnut-shaped Moon

The origin of the dark material on the
surface of Iapetus is not precisely unknown,
but it may have been splattered from some
Saturnian moon. Its composition appears to
be rich in carbon.
The images taken during the flyby show
numerous craters, along with the strange
mountain ridge that runs along the moon’s
equator. Many close-ups targeted this rugged
20-km high mountain ridge that renders
Iapetus resemblance to a walnut.
Cassini’s observations of Iapetus are
expected to yield the chemical composition of
the surface and provide evidence of a tenuous
atmosphere or geologic activity.

The spacecraft flew approximately
1,640 km from the surface of Iapetus.
Therefore, this flyby was nearly 100 times
closer to Iapetus than the 2004 flyby. This
Iapetus, a Walnut-shaped Moon
Credit: NASA/JPL/Space Science Institute
gallery presents some of the stunning closeNASA’s Cassini spacecraft recently relayed ups acquired by Cassini during the longhundreds of images of Iapetus, Saturn’s third awaited flyby.
largest moon, as the spacecraft flew by the
mysterious icy moon on 10 September 2007. The Himalayas of Iapetus
Iapetus (1,436 km across) is a two-toned
cosmic wonder. One hemisphere of Iapetus is
as bright as snow, while the other is as dark
as tar; the images show both hemispheres.
Interestingly, Iapetus is likened to the famous
yin-yang symbol of the Far Eastern thought,
due to the sharp contrast in surface brightness
between its two hemispheres.
Image credit: NASA/JPL/Space Science Institute

This view shows mountainous terrain
that reaches about 10 km high along the
spectacular equatorial ridge of Iapetus. A
region where an impact has exposed the
bright ice beneath the dark overlying material
is visible above the middle of the image.

A Cassini spacecraft
hemispheres of Iapetus

image

showing

Credit: NASA/JPL/Space Science Institute
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the

contrasting

The image was taken on 10 September
2007, with Cassini’s narrow-angle camera, at
a distance of approximately 3,870 km from
Iapetus. Image scale is 23 m per pixel.

Summer 2007

Image credit: NASA/JPL/Space Science Institute

The "Voyager" Mountains

Dark material splatters the walls and
floors of craters in the surreal, frozen terrains
of Iapetus. This image shows surface features
across the boundary between the moon’s
dark leading hemisphere and its bright trailing
hemisphere.
The image was taken on 10 September
2007, with Cassini’s narrow-angle camera at
a distance of approximately 6,030 km from
Iapetus. Image scale is 36 m per pixel.

Coated Craters

Cassini zooms in, for the first time, on the
patchy, bright and dark mountains previously
detected in images from NASA’s Voyager
spacecraft, taken more than 25 years ago.
The terrain visible in the image is located
on the equator of Iapetus at approximately
199° west longitude, in the transition
region between the moon’s bright and dark
hemispheres. North is up.
The image was taken on 10 September
2007, with the Cassini spacecraft narrow-angle
camera. The spacecraft was approximately
9,240 km from Iapetus. Image scale is 55 m
per pixel.

Inky Stains on a Rigid Ice

Image credit: NASA/JPL/Space Science Institute

This image shows a bright landscape
covered by dark material on Iapetus. The
terrain lies between the moon’s dark
leading hemisphere and its bright trailing
hemisphere.
The image was taken on 10 September
2007, with Cassini’s narrow-angle camera at
a distance of approximately 5,260 km from
Iapetus. Image scale is 32 m per pixel.
Further Reading
The Cassini-Huygens Mission to Saturn
http://saturn.jpl.nasa.gov
http://www.nasa.gov/cassini

Image credit: NASA/JPL/Space Science Institute
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